
Apply the PAD in the correct position

QUICK REFERENCE INSTRUCTION

Attach the hoses to the unit Fill the tank with liquid

START SESSION WITH PREINSTALLED TREATMENTS

Select (3) preinstalled treatments
(4) edit the treatment

Select (1) quick set program
Select (2) AIR compression settings

You can select 5 different pulsations of AIR
compression settings pressing on button (2)

If you click the button (4) you can set
parameters temperature and duration
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Attach the connecting hoses to the PAD
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START SESSION WITH QUICK START - NEW TREATMENT

If you click the button (1) or (3) you go to play
screen set (5) change the temperature, set (6) the
treatment duration and set (7) the pause duration

(8) you can repeat treatment and (9) play the
treatment

WARNINGS

Advice: Between treatment sessions - keep
the unit and pad connected.

You can select 3 different levels of AIR
compression (11)

HIGH (65-75 mmHg)

MEDIUM (45-55 mmHg)

LOW (15-20 mmHg)

NOTE: Tolerance +/- 10 mmHg in base of
atmospheric pressure

Apply first the wrap to the
body part art before
using compression

1. Turn off the electrical switch before working
on the unit

2. Ensure the plug load supports the unit
power requirements (Amps)

3. Ensure the generator power supports the
unit power requirement (kVA)

4. Do not share the outlet/circuits with other
electrical power devices

5. Using an extension power cord can cause
excessive voltage drops

Change temperature (10) even in execution
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Attention! Avoid bending the tubes at the
wrap connectors

1. Use only ZAMAR certified NON-TOX
liquid 3LIQ010

2. Fill the liquid tank to the arrow marked
on the label next to the liquid tank

3. In case of transport drain the liquid tank
4. Always be sure that the top plug is

properly closed
5. Check always the seals on the plug and

connectors
6. Do not tilt the unit upside down
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